We consider the problem of one-sided Z.1-approximation in C ' [0, 1 ] . A sharp estimate for the rate of strong uniqueness for arbitrary unicity subspaces of C'[0,1] is given.
ll/-"ll> 11/11 +c1||M||i//-1(c2||M||), where c,, c2 > 0 depend only on f and Un .
If, in particular, HAS) = 0(Sa), 0 < a < 1, i.e. f and derivatives of elements of Un are Lip a functions, then it follows from (2) that strong uniqueness or order (a + I)/a takes place.
Our second statement shows that the order of strong uniqueness given above is, in general, the best possible. (ii) there do not exist a u e Un\{0}, points {jc(}/=1 in ZAu*) (1 < k < n) and positive numbers {A,},=1 so that (4) holds for all ue Un.
The next proposition shows the existence of positive quadrature formulas with less than n active points. Assume now that x¡ € (0,1) for some I < i < k . Let e0 = min0<(<A;(.x;+1 -x¡) (x0 = 0,xk+l = 1), and choose an arbitrary AeR, 0</*<e0. Then setting rj = sgnu'iXj) we have U(x. + (h) = u{x¡) + h\u(xM + px, where by (7) \p{\ < hoe(u ,h) < a3hHAh). Moreover, since f(x¡) = /(xj = 0
we also have \f(x¡ + Çh)\ < ha>{f ,h) < h H Ah). Thus applying that u(x¡ + ÍA) < /(*, + ÍA) it follows by (6) that
where xt■ e (0,1) and 0 < h < s0 are arbitrary. Consider now the functional L :
By Proposition 2 L(u) = 0 implies « = 0. Thus L is a norm on Un , hence the equivalence of norms on Un yields that (9) ||fl|| <«,£(«), üeUn.
Applying now (6) and (8) in (9) we easily obtain (10) \\u\\<a6(e/h + Hf(h)).
We shall distinguish now two cases. Proof of Theorem 2. Set K0 = E*-i<o(P<;»0 + i, <p(x) = f0x y/(t)dt, 0<x< 1.
By Proposition 3 there exist points x0 = 0 < xl < ■ ■■ < x. < 1 = x^+l, 1 < k0 < n -1, and positive numbers {A,-}*^ such that (4) Let us conclude this note with several remarks. Assume that O is the best one-sided L -approximation of / e C [0,1], xx, ... ,xn e Z,(/) are as in Proposition 1 (with k = n) and Then we can easily derive from (6) that ||w|| < ce = c{\\f -u\\ -||/||} , that is O is a strongly unique best approximant. (It is shown in [1] that in order to have strong uniqueness it is necessary that Z, (/) contains at least n distinct points.) Finally, let us mention that the rate of strong uniqueness for a given f e C [0,1] with O being its best approximant can be better if for some r > 2 f^J\x) = 0, 2 < j < r, whenever x e Z, (/). (This can be proved analogously to Theorem 1).
